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I want to update the Accents website and plan to make it a priority in 2015. In addition to the lo-
cal items now on the site, we plan to add fabrics, fibers, accessories, buttons, beads, and charts of
all types. Since I rarely visit online websites of any type (except for my suppliers because I have
no other way to see products) I don’t really know how a stitcher wants a website to look and work.
I do know that I go crazy on my vendor’s websites because they are so slow, or they don’t let me
save my cart, or their search criteria is too rigid, or…..you get it!

When the decision is made regarding the Accents website, I want it to work the way you, our cus-
tomer base, wants it to work. So I’m asking for help from y’all! Send me an email - - -

Please share with me: [
FYI: the sites do NOT have to be stitching sites—I’m looking for layout, operation, etc.– but stitching websites are helpful)

* websites you like and why you like them. [copy and paste the site http:// link into your reply]
* websites you dislike and why you dislike them [again, include the link, please]
* what products you’d like included on our website
* what info you’d like on the website [ex. Article on how to stitch on linen, a shop calendar]
* payment method you prefer (we currently bill through the shop so your order isn’t billed until it ships)

* any other tips, thoughts, ideas, etc. that you think I need to know.

SEEKING YOUR INPUT TO HELP ACCENTS! PLEASE SHARE YOUR WEB PREFERENCES
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